MYSTIQUE & METICULOUS | 2016 COLLECTION

OUR STORY
Armoir Fashion brings you a piece of the old world, infused with spiritual
symbols and modern daringness. Specializing in handcrafted pieces made
with genuine Italian leather, natural stones and precious metals. Each
piece is a one-of-a-kind piece that highlights the human touch with highend finishes and attention to detail. Armoir brings old world designs back
to life with modern, high-fashion, boho-style pieces. Let each piece take
you on a journey through time and self-discovery.

BE REMEMBERED

N

LOOK FOR THIS RETAIL FAVOURITE SYMBOL INSIDE.
THESE COLLECTIONS HAVE CAPTIVATED A LARGER DEMOGRAPHIC. RETAILERS OFTEN ORDER FULL COLLECTIONS.

OR017

OR018

ORONTID
COLLECTION
In honour of the great ruling kingdom of the Caucasus until the 6th
century B.C., the Orontid Collection

ORONTID
COLLECTION

is both regal & elegant. a flavour
from the Old world, for the daring.
Features leather, chains, tri-color
metals, rose agates and crystals.
Made in Canada. Chains around
the neck measure 17”-18”. All chains
are brass with triple nickel plating.

DARING

OR015

OR016

CR010 - 40mm. 7” & 7.5”

N

CR011 - 20mm. 7” & 7.5”

CARLU
COLLECTION
This cuff collection is made with
genuine leather, and an eye-catching magnetic clasp made in Italy.
The edges are hand-died to give
it a striking finish. Available in ,
cognac, brown, black, merlot, and

CR011

grey, in 40mm or 20 mm. 7” & 7.5”L.

CR010

FLORA COLLECTION

F012

FLORA
COLLECTION
This solid pure silver necklace, is
timeless and captivating. The iron
ribbon mesh chain is finished with
F014

a rounded toggle to suit your comfort and rhodium plated, measures
17”. Hand-made in Armenia.

MAJESTIC
F015

F011

GRAND MASTER
COLLECTION
In a game of intellect and calculation, only the wise few utilize their mind as the vital

PAWN
The only piece on the chessboard with

weapon to defeat their opponent. A strategy as old as time, and a game that has prevailed for 15 centuries, our GRAND MASTER collection is influenced by this great game.

the opportunity to be promoted, This
unique piece reminds us to be patient
and move forward one-step-at-a-time.

Made from genuine cowhide that comes in assorted finishes and colors at 8” & 8.5” with
silver medallions of knights, bishops, kings, rooks, and pawns.

KNIGHT
The epitome of confidence and chivalry,
knights leap over bounds using intuition,
ingenuity, and bravery.

ROOK
These tenacious pieces embody strength,
solidity, and collective power, surveillance
and a dedication to serve.

KING
The charismatic ruler of the kingdom, the
king serves as an example of masculinity,
authority, and prominence.

GM010

GM011

BISHOP
A unique combination of strength,
power, and faith, the bishop has the
power to captivate.

INTERCHANGEABLE LEATHER
BRACELETS WITH YOUR CHOICE
OF LEATHER COLOR & CHESS
CHARACTER

GM013

GM012

checkmate

BACOPA N
COLLECTION
Make it chic, make it stricking. Here’s a
classic look for everyday styling.
Blackened silverchain with rounded links
that are soldered piece by piece.
Sardonyx precious stone, and hemalyke
cones on each end of the stone. Blue Lapis , clear aura quartz layered with silver
plated quartz. Made in Canada. BC010/
BC011/BC012 17” L. BC013/BC014 19”L.

Everlasting, celestial life. Found in manuscripts, church walls, and
tomb stones. The design is native to Armenia and its people, often influenced by the sun, its eternal strength and circular motion

J011
BC013

BC011

J010
BC010

BC012

BC014

of continued life. The invested belief of eternal life and eternal
love between 2 people, a family, a community, and humanity!

LAVYA
COLLECTION
Lavya collection features natural white Onyx stone,
encompassed with fine silver edges, polished to
bring out the brilliance in you.
3 long strands of curb chain links, gun metal black
and rhodium plated. Piece adjusts up and down,
and may be styled to your taste. Made in Armenia.
Sized to drape 19” on chest.

CB011

CB012

CB010

COBRA
COLLECTION

N

Reminiscent of a time of great rulers and great victory, the Orontid
Collection is in honour of the dynasty that ruled over Armenia in

L010

the 6th century B.C. The collection features strands of upcycled
leather intertwined between an assemblage of large beads.
Made in Canada, strands vary between 7”-13” and 2” beads and
hang from a 16.5” soldered chain links.

R016

RECESS
COLLECTION
Take a break from the norm, loosen your
mind and go on a retreat. Our recess
collection is daring and adventurous,
highlighting the youthful soul in you.
Sizes range 3 to 3.5 cm adjustable
button, Made in Canada

DARING
RECESS
COLLECTION

N

Take a break from the norm, loosen your
mind and go on a retreat. Our recess
collection is daring and adventurous,
highlighting the youthful soul in you.
Genuine cowhide leather, nickel plated
zinc findings. Sizes range 3 to 3.5 cm

R011

R012

R014

R013

adjustable button, Made in Canada

R015

R021

RECESS
RELOAD
COLLECTION

R017

R018
R020

Be daring and get noticed. This collection shimmers and has that unisex
glam you need. All metal findings are made in Italy with the pieces assembled in Canada. 1.5cm wide genuine leather. sizes, 7” & 7.5”L finished with
a stainless steel clasp. Available in merlot or black leather.

R019

BON VOYAGE

DEAREST MOTHER
MOTHER

A TOKEN OF LOVE

V015

FAITH HOPE CHARITY

VINTAGE 1918
COLLECTION

from the heart

Reminiscent of a time of great victory, liberation and reformation. Vintage 1918 is inspired by the revolutionary ideas
of the 1920’s. Widely encouraging an eccentric way of
thinking, feeling and doing. The retro-chic medallions trigger
endless potential of imagination. These vintage pieces are
gold plated on a delicate weaved chain, topped with a porcelain colored bead. 18”L. Made in Canada.

LOVE

I LOVE YOU

DELIGHTED

SPIRITUAL
CAPTIVATION
ASTRAL N
COLLECTION
A spiritual awakening of mind,
body, and soul, these pieces serve
as a reminder of love, peace, and
eternity. There is a world out there

ENDLESS KNOT
A010

ETERNITY WHEEL
A011

HAMSA
A016

TREE OF LIFE
A012

GUIDANCE HAND
A013

EVIL EYE HEART
A017

greater than all of us, our faith in
ourselves and humanity serves as
a constant reminder of that.
Available in gold, silver, and copper; the Astral bracelets comes
with 3 charms that are arranged
and well balanced.
Made in Canada, size is 6.75”-7.25”
with a magnetic clasp.

OM
A014

PEACE
A015

FEATHER
A018

www.armoir.ca - facebook.com/armoirfashion - Instagram.com/armoirfashion

220 Royal Crest Court Unit 18,
Markham Ontario, L3R 9Y2
519.266.6880 Toll Free
sales@armoir.ca
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